Subject: URGENT: Spirit Uniform Pick Up & Payment
Uniforms are expected to arrive in the next few days!
Distribution for COLOR GUARD will be in the band room THIS SATURDAY, September 24 between
4:30 pm and 6:30 pm.
Distribution for INSTRUMENTALISTS will be in the band room THIS TUESDAY, September 27 from
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm. NOTE: Bibbers and male compression wear will be handed out on Thursday,
September 22 after rehearsal so they can be worn at Friday’s game.
We would appreciate 100% payment at uniform pick up - CHECKS or MONEY ORDERS
PREFERRED. (Cash is discouraged.)
IF this short notice provides a financial hardship for you, we can work out a payment plan AT
UNIFORM PICK UP, but we do ask that you provide a $50 down payment. PARENTS MUST SIGN
PAYMENT AGREEMENTS before the uniform can be picked up. A 10% late fee will be added to the
uniform charge in the event the full payment is not received as stated in the payment agreement.
We must pay the vendors $21,000 in the next 10 days, so we need to collect as much as possible.
The general band account does not have the funds to cover this cost without payment from Spirit
families.
Uniform totals will differ based on the student. It would be best to bring a check payable to “JHS
Band” with the total left BLANK.
INSTRUMENTALISTS (horn line, battery, front ensemble, drum majors)
Jacket
Bibbers
Shako Wrap

$81.00
$67.00
$34.00

ALL instrumentalists receive a jacket.
All NEW Spirit members receive bibbers. There are a few returning members who requested
new bibbers also.
ALL instrumentalists who are NOT in the front ensemble receive a shako wrap. (There two
front ensemble members who requested shakos to perform with the instrumentalists.)
Body Tights (GIRLS)

$19.00

Compression Shirt (BOYS)
Compression Shorts (BOYS)

$14.00
$16.00

ALL BOYS will receive new compression shirts and shorts. No dance belts this year!
ALL NEW Spirit girls receive body tights. A few returning girls also requested body tights.
COLOR GUARD MEMBERS
Guard Costume
Compression Tanks (GIRLS)

$170.00
$15.00

The uniform total for each student will be discounted by $10 at uniform pick up.
We are using a portion of the profit from the DCI Jupiter event to help underwrite the cost.
Uniforms cannot be paid with funds in student fundraising accounts UNLESS there are enough funds
in the account to cover the TOTAL BALANCE of the Spirit of Jupiter 2016 Fair Share AND 100% of
the uniform cost for your student.

